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Lady of many strings
Grossman to play folk
Folksinger Wendy Grossman
will present a program of traditional songs, tunes, and stories at
The Pit on Friday and Saturday,
September 10 and 11 at 9:00 p.m.
each evening. Admission is free.
The Social Activities Committee of Hope College is bringing
Grossman from her home in
Ithica, New York. She began her
musical study at a very early age
in the area of classical piano. Her
interest in classical music has
carried through in her performances. Grossman sings mostly
traditional songs from America
and England, with a dual emphasis
on ballads and chorus songs, and a
smattering
of
contemporary
songs.
She accompanies herself on a
number of different instruments:
guitar, banjo, concertina, autoharp, mountain dulcimer, mando-

'

lin, pennywhistle, 6-hold flute,
and recorder.
Wendy Grossman explains the
beauty of traditional music because they have "an interest in
things other than the author of
the song: other people, or the
world. Too many contemporary
songs are simply interested in the
almighty ME."
"In this time of women's
liberation," continues Wendy, "it
seems to me important to point
out that I am not a feminist. I am
a musician. I do occasionally sing
songs that could be classified as
feminist, but that is not my
primary objective as a performer.
It has, however, been pointed out
to me that there are very few
women instrumentalists-and even
fewer who play as many different
instruments as I do."

Graham named new sitting duck
The Student Communications
Media
Committee
appointed
Terry Graham as editor of the
anchor in mid-June for the
1976-77 year. Graham, an almostsenior English major from East
Lansing,
Michigan,
replaces
Robert Eckert who graduated in
May.
GRAHAM'S previous experi-

ence on the anchor includes
serving as a reporter and emergency interim editor through the
summer months.
Other members of the editorial
staff are Suzanne Watterson,
Cindy Bere, Jill Vanderlaan, Sue
Sharp, Dan Kieda, Tom Allbaugh,
Doug Irons, and Mark Preston.
Suzanne Watterson, a junior from

Profs don't work for $
by Mary Papangeorge
Professors have different ideals.
Many seek to gain the best cash
values. Maybe to make their
tiresome college days pay off or
possibly to gain prestige. Whatever
their reasons, are these profs
satisfied?
Turely M.S.U.V profs are satisfied. In the 1975-76 fiscal year
they
earned
approximately
$28,100. Because these educators
are required to research to maintain their positions, they have
little or no time to assist students.
Some
even
allow
graduate
students to teach their undergraduate classes. These classes are
filled to capacity, increasing the
distance between students and
teachers.
Here at Hope, educators feel
more fulfilled even though their
income was only $21,600 in
1975-76. "Research isn't mandatory, but I like to remain active. It
adds to my knowledge and depth
which I can transfer to my
students," says Dr. Harju, assis-

tant professor of economics.
"Students are appreciative and
responsive," says Dr. Huttar, professor of English. "The classes are
smaller, allowing students to feel
comfortable. They can ask questions and give necessary feedback
to the professors. That also says
something about our small Christian community."
Teachers accept their jobs
knowing their salaries are lower
than
many
other Michigan
schools. What would happen to
tuition if salaries were raised?
According to a proposal by
President Gordon Van Wylen at
the
pre-college
conferencenothing. The extra income needed
would be drawn from other
sources.
No one really knows if the
raise will be effective or how long
it will take. But one thing is for
sure-our profs are satisfied. They
feel it is the quality gained which
compensates for the quantity not
raked in.
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Naperville, Illinois, will be associate editor.
"OUR BIGGEST problem was
that none of us-had but the
foggiest notion of how to put a
paper together. Getting the first
issue into print was not only a
minor miracle, but a tribute to
God-given human resourcefulness.
Now we know, at least vaguely,
how to do it.
"Fortunately, the anchor is
blessed with several people who
are willing to set their hand to
things they never dreamed of
attempting before."
WITH AN entirely new staff,
the only exception being Suzanne
Watterson, who was an assistant
editor last year, Graham is ot the
opinion that that very inexperience will work to the anchor's
advantage.
"We're not bogged down with
many preconceptions of what is
expected of us. We may get our
feelings hurt occasionally when
we make a real blooper, but over
the long haul our fresh approach
will make interesting reading. And
we have a lot of curiosity on our
side."

Editor "Sitting Terry Duck Graham"

Advocates 18-year old reps

Amendment campaign begins
The bipartisan executive committee will begin its statewide
campaign to secure passage of the
amendment that will allow 18
year olds to run for *he legislature. State Representative Jackie
Vaughn III (D-Detroit) has announced that Heather Vincent
and Bill Noud will be serving as
co-chairpersons of the Committee
for Proposition B.
Vincent, 17, a senior at University-Liggett in Grosse Pointe,
called upon all high school
students, and especially seniors, to
become actively involved in the
campaign. "It is first an excellent
means of gaining experience in
our political system" said Ms.
Vincent, "but beyond that, it is a
chance to demonstrate that we are
indeed worthy of being given the
opportunity to present ourselves
as candidates to the electorate. If
as high school students, we are
serioiis, mature, and hard working
enough to get Proposition B
approved by the voters, then we
are equally responsible to participate in the political process as full
adults."
Her co-worker, Mr. Noud, a 20
year old senior at Central Michigan University, will be largely
responsible for organizing the
efforts of young people who have
graduated from high school, both
students in colleges and universities and young people in the
labor force. Noud impressed upon

his committee members the importance of this amendment since
it will "almost complete the work
of obtaining all the rights and
privileges of adulthood for those
between the ages of 18 and 21."
Noud warned that the passage
of this amendment will not be
automatic. "It will take a concerted effort on our part to make
sure the purpose of this amendment, that of bringing young
adults into the political process, is
understood and hopefully accepted by the electorate. It is a
large task that we have before us
but with everyone's help, I am
sure we can be successful."
Working with Vincent and
Noud will be an executive committee of young people from all
over the state. Each member will
contribute to the statewide effort
by organizing his or her own area.
The committee consists of
college and high school students,
as well as many young people who
are out of school and hold
full-time jobs. Most are in the age
group that will be affected by the
proposed amendment. All have an
interest in government and the
political process, and many have
already compiled an impressive
record of achievement in this area.
The drive will be coordinated
by Representative Vaughn, the
author of th6 resolution to lower
the age for eligibility for the
legislature; Sue Gaylord, Chief
Coordinator of the campaign;

Janet Howard, Administrative
Assistant to Vaughn; Olin Trabue,
Executive Director for the state
YMCA; and Bill Rustem of the
Governor's Office who served on
the 1971 Governor's Commission
on the Age of Majority.

Creviere heads
language dept
Dr. John Creviere, associate
professor of French at Hope
College, has been named acting
chairman of the Department of
Foreign Languages and Literatures. Dr. Creviere will succeed
Dr. Herbert P. Weller, professor of
Spanish who has been chairman of
the department for the past six
years, according to Jacob E.
Nyenhuis, Dean for the Humanities.
DR. CREVIERE has been a
member of the Hope College
faculty since the fall of 1969. He
served as department chairman in
the second semester of 1974.
The term of his current appointment will be for one year,
after which he plans a sabbatical
to conduct research on a critical
annotated edition of the complete
theatre of Michel de Ghelderode
in Brussels, Belgium. Dr. Creviere
recently received a faculty development grant from the Mellon
Foundation to work on the
project this summer.
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dteaur (gditoj Why sex?' YX!
Last week's article, "Martians in the Chute/' them with the wisdom to read more than one isolated
constituted some of the lowest writing that ever article before making any decision whatsoever for me
appeared in the anchor since I have attended Hope,- or against me.
As Eckert said in his article, "Br'er Rabbit laid low
in the briar patch",..
Hope is not an overgrown
Mdhr Millbrand
church camp...
this is very true. But writings
like "Martians in the chute" makes one wonder if
the writer is not completely in the other camp. Dr.
Van Wylen, in his convocation address stated that^
Hope is "committed to excellence." Any writer that
even suggests or givqs a notion of approval to
promiscuity, let alone suggests places to commit it,
What is a Pap smear for, and when, if ever, do I
is surely not committed to the excellence that Hope
need
one?
Sue
stands for. If an outsider, parent of a Hope student,
or even a college trustee reads this article, what
Pap smears are cervical smear tests that detect
opinion do you think he would have of our college?
the presence of abnormal cervical cells. The cervix is
Donald White
located and can be felt with your finger a little
before the end of the vagina. It feels like a nose with
Perhaps I am not committed to the excellence that a small dimple in the center. The dimple is the
Hope stands for; I am not sure what you mean by opening to the uterus.
Hope's standard of excellence. There are standards of
A Pap smear involves gently scraping a big of
excellence in football, in mathematics,, in love, in tissue from the cervix and testing the cells for
exercise, in theology, in sex. What I am committed to cancer and other abnormal conditions. Abnormal
is a standard of reality, and regardless of what you, (or "positive") smear results do not necessarily
parents at large, or President Gordon Van Wylen, etc., mean you have cancer. Rather, it indicates that
may think, it all boils down to X and Y chromosomes, some cells are changing or have changed, and some
and everyone has them. (Actually, I think President kind of treatment is necessary, depending on what
Van Wylen and parents realize this.) Sex, as an class your smear result is. Class 1 = all clear; class 2
activity, is something that is very real on our campus. = mild inflammation; class 3 = non-malignant or
If y 0 ^ , or anyone else, don t know that, it's about pre-malignant cell growth; class 4 = highly
time that opinionx/W change.
suspicious for malignancy (cancer); class 5 = positive
As for
Martians in the Chute" 's suggested for malignancy.
approval of promiscuity (which, I assume from your
Every woman (18 and older) should have a Pap
letter, is directly opposed to Hope's standard of smear during her annual (bi-annual if you are on the
exceUence), who was talking of promiscuity? Pill) checkup. This check-up should also include a
TOOTWCUOUS, as defined in the American Heritage breast exam (with directions, if necessary, for
Dictionary of the English Language, is an adjective self-exam), blood pressure, abdomen and pelvic
meaning lacking in standards of selection, indiscrimi- exam, and VD tests. Call the Health Clinic (Ottawa
nate, random, casual. Who is being casual or County's or Hope's) for an appointment, or make
indiscnmmate if they are taking so much effort to an appointment with your hometown gynecologist.
a / secluded place? "Martians" never gave Do not douche on the day of the smear, or the day
directions of how to select your lover, how many before; treat any vaginal infection before you go
Jovere to have, or how far along in a relationship you and since menstrual flow makes cervical cells
should be before sharing sex. (Sex, incidentally, impossible to analyze, don't schedule an exam then
includes handholding, kissing, necking, and caring for
DID YOU KNOW THAT although we all think
each other, as well as the sexual act itself.) I certainly spring is for lovers, there is significant evidence that
have ideas about this decision, but I can't cover men's testosterone levels are higher in the fall than
CVOTtntaiil tlte first column!
in the spring? And you thought only women had
And if an outsider, parent of a Hope student, or periods of hormone fluctuation!even a college trustee does read my article, I credit
MOLLY

collegiate crossword

you-know-what

Inflexible fact or science fiction?
•President Gordon Van Wylen
jogs around campus, usually early
in the morning.
•Don't worry about Student Congress: it doesn't worry, either.
•The average freshman girl puts
on ten to fifteen pounds her
freshman year. Specifically, the
low-key allocations approach to
women's sports is actually a
zealous plot to fob off all interest
in exercise and coordination on
the part of campus women. That
the end justifies the means will be
confirmed by January, when it
becomes apparent that the 1,000
fat female slobs attending our
college will be fit only for having
babies.
• Rumor has it that an unidenti-

fied professor has just been
appointed • chairman of goals and
purposes at Hope College. Background information released concerning Professor X indicates that
X graduated from Hope in 1954,
and received his Ph.D. from Hope
in 1958, which really wasn't easy.
His research both at Calvin and in
Saugatuck was in high energy
Euclidean Gymnastics. With a
little encouragement and a lot of
luck. Professor X will be a
successful competitor for the
position of doll holder for gold
medalist Nadia Comanechi in the
1980 Olympics.
•Speaking of Saugatuck, why not
try something new and different
at Coral Gables (trademark)? Take

along three or four ex-Green
Berets to defend yourself against
the Immoral Gabbling Baboons
who will attack at the throat in
the attempt to rip every vein from
your body before you can be
rescued by the police and shunted
away to a hospital. Your mission,
should you decide to accept it, is
to stop these vicious apes, make
them feel really guilty, and shut
down Coral Gables. It closes at
2:00.

•Not everyone connected with
the College is Dutch. Many are
actually members of the Russian
KGB.
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50 Florida resort
city
1 Lower back
52 Play on words
11 Highest point
53 Fuel
15 Fear of Heights
54 1965 baseball MVP
16 Discomfort
57 Famous ship '
17 Circus performer
58
Japanese War
(pl.)
59 Fiendish
18 Mass.
of Tech, 61 Oklahoman c i t y
19 Part of wedding
62 Expect
ceremony ( p l . )
63 Moslem potentates
20 German c i t y
64 Abstainer
22
Scully
23 Never: Ger.
DOWN
24 Type of soup
26 Sweetsop
1 Aids to digestion
28 Man's name
2 Sourness
30 Johft or Jane
3 Crosby, e.g.
31 Medicinal
4 Swoboda and Hunt
substances
5 Make a choice
33 One named after
6 If
a hammer
another
7 Arthur M i l l e r
35 Rests
family
37 I t a l i a n coin
8 Spanish or
38 Hugh Hefner bunny
Portuguese
42 Hard worker
9 U. S. M i l i t a r y
46 Poetic term
decoration
47 Advertisements
10 Peggy
(slang)
11 Relating to bees
49 Alaskan c i t y
12 6. B. Shaw play
ACROSS

13 Recognized
Incorrectly
14 Cornnon s u f f i x
21 Bullfighter
25 Born
27 Eastern group of
colleges (abbr.)
28 "Such
for the
course"
29 Leaves out
32 Argentine plains
34 Spahn's teammate
36 Part of an
Intersection
38 Go to
39 Going away
40 Region of Asia
Minor
41 Try to equal or
surpass
43 Sound
44 Come forth
45 Secondhand dealer
48 12*5 cents
51 Urges
55 Malay law
56 Brazilian heron
57 Palm drink
58 Body of water
60 Ignited

Solution on pg. 12

DEL'S
BOWLERS!

GUITARS-BANJOS
MANDOLINS AND FIDDLES
STRING INSTRUMENT
CONSTRUCTION/REPAIRS
23 E. 8th St., Holland

ytvtUt
231 Hirer A n .

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Join the student leagues now
forming for the 1976-77
season, for fun and relaxatioa Sign-up is in the game
room, basement of DeWitt
Center, before September 12.
(First games are September
13.)

PHONE: 396-5258

CPC hosts series
An American debut concert by
St. Hedwig's Cathedral Choir and
Domkapelle Orchestra of Berlin
will highlight the seven event
1976-77 Holland Great Performance Series. The series is cosponsored by the Holland Concert
Association and the Hope College
Cultural Affairs committee.
THE PURCHASE of season
tickets is encouraged as single
event admissions are often difficult to obtain because of capacity
audiences. When available, single
event tickets are not sold until 15
minutes before the start.
Considered one of the finest
choirs in the world, the 115 member St. Hedwig's Choir and
Orchestra was formed at the beginning of the 19th century. The
Feb. 14 concert at the Holland
'Civic Center will be the group's
only appearance in Michigan.
THE SERIES will open Sept.
15 with a bicentennial salute to
American jazz dance by the Gus
Giordano Jazz Dance company at
the Holland Civic Center.
The Celebration Mime Theatre

of South Paris, Maine, will be featured in concert Oct. 12 at the
Holland Civic Center. Director
Tony Montanaro, who toured as a
solo mime for 15 years, has performed on network television and
directed several films, including
the documentary "Art is . . . " .
THE NEXT THREE series performances will feature soloists in
Dimnent Memorial Chapel on the
Hope College campus. Organist David Craighead, for
many /years a member of the
faculty at Eastman School of
Music, will concertize Nov. 2;
Dutch soprano Emily Ameling
will be featured Nov. 18; and
ragtime musician Max Morath will
perform Jan. 22.
THE SEASON will conclude
March 15 with a return performance of the trio Music by Three
in Dimnent Chapel. Curtain for all
performances will be 8 p.m.
Season ticket information can be
obtained from Mrs. Harold
Ketchum, 1105J Ardmore Street,
Holland.

CROW BAR and

llfORMO
Rtmm

Welcomes and Invites
Students

SAUGATUCK 857-2182
/

/
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Anne Rice leaps into another world with first novel
pire are both painful and exby Kate Solms
quisite. It is difficult for him to
" 'But how much tape do you kill-and vampires must kill every
have with you?' asked the vam- night if they want to live. At the
pire. * Enough for the story of a same time, although Lestat is a
life?'
clumsy teacher, Louis is ecstatic
" 'SURE, IF IT'S a good life. about his heightened awareness.
Sometimes I interview as many as Killing, however repulsive at the
three of four people a night if I'm start, is a mystical experience
lucky. But it has to be a good whflre two hearts are joined-in
story. That's only fair, isn't it?'
death for the mortal and in
" 'Admirably fair,' the vampire renewed life for the vampire.
answered. 4I would like to tell you
Vampires move more quickly
the story of my life, then. I would than mortals, and they see in even
like that very much/ "
- the smallest detail a richness of
THIS IS THE quiet beginning line and color that mortals cannot
of Anne Rice's first novel. Inter- recognize. Louis slowly discovers
view with the Vampire. It is a first that there is a price to pay for this
novel of such confidence and perception: the death of all
mastery that it hails the start of human emotions within him.
an important career. With unshak- Vampires must be totally deable authority, Rice leaps over the tached, but the death of their
edge into another world.
human side is a slow, agonizing
It is the same world we mortals death.
live in, but the perceptions are
IT IS IN NEW Orleans that
totally different. The vampire's Louis experiences the end of his
world is night-time and candlelit; emotions. The last emotion he
a world of stolen luxury and the feels is pity, for an orphaned child
terrifying beauty of death.
he finds clinging to her dead
THE VAMPIRE, Louis, began mother. As he comforts her, Louis
his life in eighteenth century is overwhelmed by the desire for
Louisiana, a place that claimed her blood, and turns the child into
the culture of France as it fought a vampire.
against the jungles of the southern
The child, Claudia, becomes
frontier; a place "both primitive Louis's most important ally, and
and luxurious." Louis has little to she is a chilling character. Because
tell about his mortal life.
she was killed as a child, Claudia's
But in 1791, a vampire named body remains childlike. But her
Lestat caught a despondent Louis mind grows into a woman's mind,
walking the streets of New Or- passionate and haunted; and it is a
leans. " 'It might have been vampire's mind totally, for she
anyone-and my invitation was cannot remember her mortal life.
open to sailors, thieves, maniacs,
IN THE MOST offhand mananyone,' " says Louis. " 'But it ner she finds her victims, by
was a vampire. He caught me just pretending to be a lost child in
a few steps from my door one need of comfort and help. Her
prey buy her dolls and hot
night....' "
chocolate
to coax her address out
LOUIS' beginnings as a vam-

of her, are overpowered on some
darker street, and drained of their
blood.
Claudia and Louis grow dissatisfied with their life in New
Orleans, and in the 1850's set out
to Eastern Europe to find others
like themselves. Instead they find
vampires like rotting mindless
corpses, for whom the villagers
search frantically in grave after
grave.
TERRIFIED,
.Louis
and
Claudia retreat to Paris, where
they find the Theatre of Vampires, a mime theater that houses
actual vampires behind vampire
masks. Here they also find
Armand, a vampire to whose
personality Louis is powerfully
drawn. In the end, Louis gives up
Claudia for Armand, realizing too
late that she is essential to him;
that perhaps the last emotion to
die in him was not pity, but love.
Rice is a writer of detail and
tense compactness. Her descriptions are of a world seen by night,
or the repulsive traces of sunset
across the sky, of the danger and
sensuousness of the vampire life.
Louis speaks in a calm, casual
tone, which intensifies the horrors
he describes.
RICE IS ALSO presenting a
strong statement about mortal life
as well. The humans in the book
are like scurrying, frivolous insects, never glancing from right to
left as they tumble toward death.
They are insignificant; their lives
are over before they are noticeable.
The vampire watches generations of humans die. But the
danger to vampires lies in something that is essentially h u m a n - t h e y can feel abandoned as they,

see their mortal relatives die and
the world change so rapidly. Rice
tells us the crosses will not kill a
vampire, nor a stake in the heart,
nor fire. But like those mortals
who wish life to go forever
without change, a vampire can die
of despair.
HIS LIFE balances precariously over the passage of centuries, and if he clings too tightly
to any one style or set of ideas,
time will break in. He will "rise
one evening and realize . . . that

he simply wants no more of life at
any cost. And that vampire goes
out to die."
It is not often that a book
comes along that combines an
excellent plot, sharp and careful
writing, and a memorable feeling
that lingers after the book is put
down. Interview with a Vampire is
beautiful, melancholy, and eerie;
it removes the fear of box-office
vampires, and replaces it with
some painful truths about life.

Get Involved in
STUDENT CONGRESS
Petitions for Student Congress Representatives
may be obtained from—
DAVE TEATER (215 Kollen)
WENDY MARTIN (Gibson Cottage)
ED RYAN (213 Kollen)
CAMPUS LIFE OFFICE (Van Raalte)
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CULTURAL AFFAIRS ANNOUNCES THE

GREAT PERFORMANCE SERIES
1976-77

GIORDANO JAZZ DANCE COMPANY
SEPTEMBER 15 HOLLAND CIVIC CENTER

CELEBRATION MIME THEATRE
OCTOBER 12 HOLLAND CIVIC CENTER

DAVID CRAIGHEAD (ORGANIST)
NOVEMBER 3

DIMNENT CHAPEL

ELLY AMELING (SOPRANO)
NOVEMBER 18

DIMNENT CHAPEL

MAX MORATH (THE KING OF RAGTIME)
J A N U A R Y 22

HOLLAND CIVIC CENTER

ST. H EDWIG'S CATHEDRAL CHOIR
FEBRUARY 14

HOLLAND CIVIC CENTER

MUSIC BY THREE
MARCH 15 DIMNENT CHAPEL
CURTAIN FOR ALL PERFORMANCES WILL BE 8PM.
HOPE STUDENTS A N D FACULTY ADMITTED FREE WITH I.D.

Hope College anchor
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Tarry-not principle of the prebreakfast shave
I was recently challenged to explain
(defend) my philosophy of journalism. It
would be giving the editors of the world far
too much credit to assume that even two
have successfully co-ordinated the world
with their newspapers.
Since my ego is not sufficiently
phenomenal to permit me to identify
myself with this journalistic elite, ! could
only manage to force the newspaper to
coordinate with the world, which brings us
to the Tarry Not Principle of the
Pre-Breakfast Shave. And you may well ask
why.

Put as simply as possible, the answer to
'why?' is: 'Because of the mirror.'
Telly Savalas considers himself a very
handsome man. (You may well ask why
again, but I won't answer.) When he arises
from his bed in the morning, he resents the
fact that he did, in fact, arise, and lingers as
long as possible in the Beauty Abounding
Land of his dreams.
Bumbling like a sleepy poppet into his
bathroom, he takes his razor from the
medicine cabinet, begins scraping the
bristle off his pate, and looks in the mirror.
The mirror cracks from side to side, and
the good looks he mentally generated in his
dreams crash to the floor along with his
lollypop.
Telly has three choices. He can cry until
his throat aches, throw a tantrum, or tear
the dreams of exquisite, physique away
from the lollypop, grip his razor and sense
of humor and humility with two hands,

and finish the barbering. Whatever he does,
he knows the truth: he ain't Bruce
Jennings.
Kind of a sick analogy, true. Equating
Telly the Greek with Hope will probably
goad our local Greeks (if the past week is
any indication) into unsurpassed, and very
vocal, indignation.
And calling the anchor a mirror is
erroneous: we are not so easily shattered,
even if we are cracked side to side.
Our community has been a very placid
and self-satisfied one for the last five or six
years. Radicalism, effectively strangled by
the very population that produced it, died
in its sleep. If it even whimpered, only
Tom O'Brien heard it.
What taints our community now is that
we take ourselves too seriously. The Greeks
display the pitiful marks of a direct hit,
and so, perhaps, does our smug conservatism.
I may or may not be the Master of the
Universe, that remains to be seen, but I do
not intend to wave my Sigma Sigma
sweatshirt over my head and lead the
charge to lynch Anley Miles just because he
tossed a couple of general potshots in my
teeth.
You have to be pretty darn vulnerable
to take such desperate steps to defend your
ego. Ther Anleys of the world don't write
about things that mean nothing to them.
Take that as a compliment, and make a
point of proving him wrong.
If your mirror shows you things you
don't want to see, throwing a tantrum is
useless. Worse yet, it's silly and immature.
Be the better human being D. Ivan Dykstra
and his peers are teaching you to be: grip
that razor and your sense of humor with
two hands, and finish that barbering.
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The uncommitted

protestor
by Art Buchwald
KANSAS CITY-On a hill just above the
Crown Center in Kansas City, where
President Ford is staying, are about 250
Yippies with signs protesting the various
socio-economic problems of the country.
Many of the signs are printed, but not
printable, at least not in this paper.
Compared to previous conventions the
protestors of '76 are only a drop in the
bucket, and in some ways looks S as
outdated as the Republicans they are
protesting against.
When President Ford arrived at his hotel
they ail started screaming at him from their
hillside perch. I noticed one lad, though,
who just sat there and wasn't screaming or
yelling or waving a sign. He attracted my
attention.
"Why aren't you yelling obscenities like
everyone else?" I asked him.
"I'm an uncommitted protestor," he
replied. "I haven't decided yet whether I'm
going to curse Ford or Reagan."
"You're the first uncommitted protestor IVe met," I said. "Both sides must be
wooing you like mad."
"You would think so," he said bitterly.
"But I haven't heard from either the Ford
camp or the Reagan camp as yet. Of course
I don't have a telephone so I'm sorta hard
to reach. But if they were really on the ball
they'd find me."
"Did you come to Kansas City as an
uncommitted protestor or did you decide
to become one after you got here?"
"My original idea was to protest the
nomination of Gerald Ford for pardoning
Nixon. Then Reagan started picking up
steam so I switched and decided to protest
against him for wanting to get us in a war
with Panama.
'Then Reagan picked Schweiker as his
candidate for Vice President, and I said
•I'm not going to protest a guy who picks a
liberal with his voting record in the
Senate.' So I decided I would go back to
. protesting against Ford. Then suddenly
Schweiker says he agrees with Reagan on

most issues, and now I don't know who the
hell to be against."
"Everybody else on this hill seems to be
protesting Ford. That should help him get
the nomination from the Republicans."
"The Ford people claim they have
1,190 Yippies protesting the President, the
Reagan people claim they have enough
Yippies cursing them to win the nomination on the first ballot. But the truth is, if
you eliminate the FBI and CIA undercover
agents, who are screaming at both candidates, neither one of them has it locked up.
The convention is still going to be decided
by the uncommitted protestors who are
waiting to see which way the wind is
blowing."
I noticed a sign next to him that said
X!&"/!——or words to that effect. /
"You've left a blank in the space next
to your unprintable epithet," I said.
"Yeh, I have a magic marker in my
pocket and when I decide which guy I
really hate the most IH put his name in."
"What does it hinge on now?"
"Probably who Ford chooses as his
running mate. I'll be honest with you.
There isn't a tinker's damn different
between them ideologically. My only
concern is who can give Carter the best
contest. Protesting is a lot of work and if
the Republicans come up with a weak
ticket I may sit the election out."
"So this could be your last hurrah.
"I would say so. The party is finished.
Look at all these idiots standing on the hill
screaming every obscenity in the book at
the delegates, and the President, and no
one even looks around. Even the cops
don't give a damn about us any more.
When you have a party that doesn't get
shocked at Yippies, man, it's all over."
"What would it take for you to commit
yourself as a protestor to one or the other
of the candidates?"
"An offer of secretary of state or 10
ounces of grass-whichever is worth more.
(c) 1976, Los Angeles Times

From the groundling

Carter under fire
By Gary Oster
Presidential hopeful Jimmy Carter addressed the annual national convention of
the American Legion in Seattle on Tuesday
of last week. One of the subjects touched
on in his speech was Viet Nam.
"I think it is time for the damage and
hatred and devisiveness of the Viet Nam
war to be over." Carter waited for a few
moments until the sporadic applause
subsided.
"I want you to listen carefully, for I
want you to understand what I say. I do
not favor a blanket amnesty, but for those
who violated Selective Service law I intend
to grant a blanket pardon."
He was greeted by a tremendous roar of
"NO!" by the Legionnaires. Some stood
atop their seats giving thumbs down signs
to the speaker, while others voiced their
indignation with whistles and catcalls from
the floor. In all, the demonstration lasted
three minutes.
Carter was quick to make a distinction
between pardon and amnesty: "Amnesty
means that what you did is right. A pardon
means that what you did-right or
wrong-is forgiven."
Carter's action, tantamount to expounding vegetarianism at a convention of meat
cutters, may have been more than a
declaration of peisonal conviction in the
face of rock-ribbed opposition. It might
also have composed a strategically brilliant
political move.
No doubt, Carter will lose many votes
from anti-evader die-hards, but what votes
he loses from that block he will overwhelmingly make up in confidence from the great
number of citizens that wish to put the
bitterness of Viet Nam behind us forever.
The Legionnaires are also not overly
joyous regarding President Ford's position
^ o p e college
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of limited amnesty, meaning that the plight
of draft evaders would be considered on a
case-by-case basis, but reported that they
could "live with it." To many, stringing
out the cases of hundreds of draft evaders
within the courts, which might take years,
is simply intolerable.
The overall impact of Carter's newly
propounded position cannot be judged at
this time. Inevitably, there will be many
more forthcoming political ploys from
both camps of the presidential hopefuls.
How effective any of these are cannot be
ascertained until the first Tuesday in
November.

Don't look now...
Uganda's President Idi Amin is no
uninitiated amateur when it comes to the
ways and means of political assassination.
In the past, Amin himself has ordered the
deaths of thousands of political dissenters,
and reportedly has personally carried out
this sentence on upwards of 100 people.
For some reason, many people do not
like President Amin and are more than
willing to express their displeasure with
him. In June, three grenades hit him in the
face, then exploded, killing his bodyguard
but leaving him unscathed.
Naturally, Amin came up with a
reasonable explanation for his escapes from
. almost constant assassination attempts.
"Nobody is more powerful than God.
That is why the plan to murder me failed.
God will always bless me." It appears that
President Amin places his confidence in
another god than we. Ours does not
support murder. Ours does not support
murderers.
Mr. Amin, you had better keep your life
insurance policy paid up.
.car-
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Get a Porcupine Mountain high
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by Kenneth Lobb
An interesting weekend-or
more appropriately, long weeke n d - f o r the vibrant Hope student
whose mind has already been
boggled by studies, is a trip to
Michigan's Upper Peninsula.
THIS VAST hunk of largely
unsettled land has long been lower
Michigan's claim to fame due to
its unusual geography (being the
only "divided" state, next to
Hawaii), and topography, which
includes never-ending rolling hills,
unspoiled countryside and farmland, recreation areas galore, and a
500-mile border on the greatest
great lake. Lake Superior.
The U.P., as it's generally

$8.50 one-way or $19 with a
vehicle. The telephone number for
further information is 843-2521.
If you head straight north to
the U.P., the Mackinac Bridge is
the main attraction (it's the 3rd
largest suspension bridge in the
U.S.); but the picturesque towns
of Charlevoix and Petoskey offer
too much resistance and may
delay your trip. Take U.S. 131
north from Grand Rapids.
SOME OF THE more memorable sights in the U.P. are as
follows:
1) 6 PICTURED ROCKS
NATIONAL
SHORELINE,
MUNISING:
Bizarre, colorful
rock formations, with views of
Lake Superior that'll leave you

IsJmrfn

Back from the hogs

All washed up

Vibrant minds mesh with nature

by K. Gary Hasek
While I endeavored to come up with a title- for
this column, which is supposed to represent some
sort of Christian reflection of life, I came across a
parable of Jesus written in Luke 15:11-32.
The parable is one often entitled "The Prodigal
Son" because it is about a son who decides he wants
his share of his father's inheritance to enjoy now
rather than wait until his father's death to bring him
his fortune. As the story goes it is said that he "set
off for a distant country and there squandered his
wealth in wild living."
His partying down, so to speak, did not last as
long as he had hoped and he soon ended up poor,
feeding pigs lots of food while he himself starved.
He was not completely stupid, however, and
realized the wise thing to do was to go home where
at least he would eat well. To his surprise he was not
only to eat well, but his father celebrated his son's
homecoming by giving himjiew^clothes and having a
feast with music and dancing.

Although the story continues with a brother of
the Prodigal becoming jealous over his brother, the
sHnook who gets the fatted calf, the main point
seemed to be in the father's statement to the jealous
brother, "But we had to celebrate and be glad,
because this brother of yours was dead and is alive
again; he was lost and is found."
Now, back to the title of this column. It seems
that all who have come to have faith in Christ have
first had to see the muck they're in. In order to
appreciate the salvation wrought in Christ's life,
death and resurrection an appreciation of one's own
disobedience towards God and His law is needed.
As the squandering son realized the desperate
state which he had gotten into, so also must each of
us look at the spiritual pigsty existence of our own.
God has sent his son to welcome us home from our
wanderings and, although we continually go off on
larks of our own desires. He is waiting to greet us
with a great feast as we return back from the hogs.

Miles mulls

Nary a nake

referred to, has retained much of
its wilderness flavor despite a push
during the past decade to develop
its wooded areas. The current
move has been by U.P. officials
urging the creation of the 51st
state, tentitively named "Superior."
BUMPER stickers and petitions
in local stores can be seen
throughout the U.P. The reasoning behind the move is that the
state's two parts do not share
many common interests, but it is
doubtful their separation will
become reality in the near future.
This contrast, however, just
adds to the delights of the traveler
seeking new sights within a
relatively short distance. The
autumn season has already begun,
which means fewer tourists, lower
prices, the beauty of the changing
leaves and in some instances,
snow. The time to go is NOW.
GETTING TO the U.P. can be
an event in itself, depending on
how you choose to travel. The
most unique way, aside from
hopping a freight, is the Chessie
System Auto Ferry, which sails
from Ludington twice a day
apiece for Manitowac or Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The fare is

Steinem would be President until she
by Anley S. Miles
What happened to the streakers? If you sagged if those designated males in our
take the" U.S. Olympic swimmer who country ever unglued themselves from her
thought it would improve his time if he campaign posters long enough to vote.
In some ways, a disrobed community
shaved his head as a case in point, it makes
would
suffer fewer embarassments. School
sense to take off your clothes to make
cafeteria and class-running a little faster, girls would never blush again over fickle
bra straps, slipping zippers' would be
not to say a tad more intriguing.
1
historv.
and no one could ever again be
Mao Tse Thompson, a close friend of
mine, had a theory that cultural nudity • caught with his pants down.
If the streakers of yesteryear were
functions as a deterrent from deviancy. To
this day, I don't know if he meant sexual anything like me, they're undoubtedly
deviancy or legal deviancy or simple swathed in t-shirts, jeans, undershirts,
perversion, but I can imagine that holding shorts, socks, bras, garterbelts, and winter
up a bank would be less than invigorating if coats, though presumably not all at once.
Rick Bryce could take a leisurely stroll in
you did it naked and the woman in the
teller's cage took one look., at you and
the, non-clothed condition without a worry
started cracking up. Seriously; what good, • in the world, but if blanket nudity
does a phallic symbol like a gun do you if
becomes the rule of the day, I'll be
you don't have the corresponding parts to
breaking world records in the sprint.
back it up, and everyone can see that you
Clothes are kind. No matter what we
look like in the shower, we can take a
don't?
I think the power of nudity would breather when we put something over our
becoipe more than apparent when national defects. I am no prime physical specimen
elections hit the scene. The half of our myself, and I'd rather keep my concave
population designated female would take chest a sight for only God and my mother
one look at a political candidate over thirty
to behold. - We all make mistakes. The
years of age and bag him on the spot. Bella courage it would take to walk from my
Abzug wouldn't be able to find a room to the cafeteria or anywhere else, my
constituency this side of Australia that weaknesses bared, would be a lot of
would send her to Congress, and Gloria courage. Courage better spent elsewhere.
•nw

speechless. Rough camping only.
2) • COPPER HARBOR: This
town is as far north in Michigan as
you can go. There's Fort Wilkins
State Park, sunset cruises, scenic
mountain drives, swimming, boating-every thing but good TV reception.
3) • SOO LOCKS SHIP
CANAL, SAULT ST. MARIE:
One of the world's busiest waterways. Ships going to or from Lake
Superior or Lake Huron are raised
or lowered to correct water level;
should be interesting to Hope's
oceanographers.
4) • PORCUPINE MOUNTAINS STATE PARK, NEAR
ONTONAGON: Camping, swim- 1
ming, and extensive trail hiking is
available. "Lake of the Clouds" is
nice. Bring insect repellent, food
and booze-the nearest town is 17
miles away.
5) • MACKINAC ISLAND:
Interesting to see one time, and it
does have some historical significance. Easy to reach by hitchhiking; cars aren't allowed on the
island anyhow. Roundtrip ferry is
$3. Spend another dollar and rent
a bicycle-I clocked 8.3 miles
once completely around.

Moonie rises over Kletz

mm
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Radio DJ. tracks origin of WTAS'first beams
A bonafide WTAS D.J, himself,
Tom Richards broadcasts an inspirational-devotion program from
8-10:30 on Sunday mornings.
T.R. instructed me to pass on his
thanks and gratitude to Dr.
Richard Brockmeier, professor of
physics and computer science, Mr.
Frank Sherburn, associate professor of mathematics (WTAS
advisor during the 1960's), Craig
Van Zanten, Ralph Schubert, and
Mr. Ted Nielsen, associate professor of communications. I do so
with pleasure.

Holland).
BUT COMMUNICATION is
hard to hold down, and so are the
fresh, young minds of students
who love to dabble in electronics,
and so in its humble beginning
WTAS, Hope's radio station, began.
It came in the form of a young
freshman in 1955-56. His name
was Richard Brockmeier, and he
had been interested in radio
throughout his high school days.
He enjoyed his amateur radio
status so much that when he came
to Hope he brought his 1-watt
by Tom Richards
transmitter, tape recorder, and his
Through most of Hope's his- electronics equipment.
tory there has been a silence in
DURING HIS early days as a
the dorms. Mostly, people lived in
cottages, and with them were member of the Arcadian Fratheir radios. The types of radio ternity, actually his first semester
signals a person could pick up at in the Arcadian cottage, is where
that time were limited (WHTC- this story all begins.

Gus Giordano

jazz concert opens
Performance series
A bicentennial salute to American jazz dance by the Gus
Giordano Jazz Dance company
will begin the 1976-77 Holland
Great Performance Series on
Wednesday, Sept. 15 at 8 p.m. in
the Holland Civic Center.
THE SERIES is co-sponsored
by the Holland Concert Association and the Hope College Cultural Affairs committee.
Originated in 1968, the eight
member Gus Giordano Jazz company is a member of the National
Endowment Arts Dance touring
residency program. Founder Gus
Giordano has been the winner of
two Emmy awards and recently
published a book, "Anthology of
Amencan Jazz Dance." *
AMERICAN JAZZ dance owes
a large debt to a small drug store
in St. Louis and probably does
not even know it. Gus Giordano
began taking dance lessons at the
age of 7, and it was the chocolate
soda at the Walgreen's across the
street from the studio that kept
him coming each week.
His mother gave him a quarter
before each dance class. He
remembers using it after class for
the "best chocolate soda in St.
Louis/'
. AS A BOY, he studied modern
character dancing and musical
comedy
dancing and ' never
thought of being anything but a
danger. He began jazz dancing as a
student at the University of
Missouri and was impressed with
the work of Jerome Robbins and
George Balanchine's "Slaughter
on Tenth Avenue."
In the 25 years since his college
days, Giordano has become involved in just about every aspect

In the spring semester of 1956,
Hope's Fraternity 'Sing' contest
was again a big success. One day
Richard decided to record and
re-broadcast a recording of the
'Sing' which WHTC had re-broadcast over the airwaves of Holland,
Mich. The range was indeed
limited, but the I-watt transmission reached a few cottages across
the small campus where the
fraternity complex now stands.
A FEW PEOPLE got excited
about this and asked to hear it
again, so along with Brockmeier,
some other music of his own and
his small tape recorder, the Arkie
house became the site of Hope's
first broadcasting.
Mandeville cottage as it now
stands is the old Arcadian house.
Next to it during this year stood
the on-going construction of Kollen Hall for men.
THE CLASSICAL and popular
music of the time was broadcast
for longer stretches in the Arkie
house. The rating system was
involved even at this early stage:
Brockmeier and his friends would
find out if anyone was listening
by asking people to turn their
light off and on. If the masses
responded, the music would continue. If no lights flickered, the
music was turned off and studying
resumed, as always.
At this time it was not
officially WTAS or anything, it
was just young Richard Brockmeier (a man later to be Professor
of Physics at Hope College)
playing around.
BY HIS SOPHOMORE year,
1956-57, Kollen Hall for men was
built. This was to be the new
home for the small radio operation, and eventually the permanent home for the laterdeveloped Hope radio station:
WTAS.
As much fun as it was being
the campus's only D.J., it was also
time consuming; so early in the
year Richard Brockmeier found
that another person had a tape
recorder, a freshman named Jack
HeUrekal. This was unusual for
this time period. Most people on
campus had a radio, but few even
had a phonograph system, LP's or
45's to play.
RICHARD GOT together with
Jack and things got rolling a little
more. Richard ran a wire between
the two rooms, and Jack's room
became the studio and Richard's
the transmission room.
Soon Jack came back from
Thanksgiving break with some
microphones, and they started

of dancing.
"I COULD NOT move if I
didn't dance every day," he says
emphatically. He has a practice
room in his home in Wilmette, III.
Startled at the mere thought of
not dancing, he adds, "If you stop
dancing, your technique falls
apart. If you stop dancing professionally, you lose your zing."
Mention of some of the awards
Giordano has received gives an
indication of the level of his work.
He received the Most Distinguished Dancer Award for 1970
from the American Society of
Dance Teachers and the Dance
Teachers Club of Boston. The
Boston club is the oldest dance
organization in the United States.
He also received the Honorary
Dance Award for Outstanding
Artist from the National Association of Dance Teachers-Chicago.
GIORDANO'S first show for
Chicago's Channel 11, "Requiem
for a Slave," received an Emmy in
1967. "Michaelangelo: A Portrait
in Dance," also done for Channel
11, received two awards in
1969-an Emmy and the National
Educational Television award for
excellence in cultural affairs programming.
Season tickets will be sold at
the door on Sept. 15. The price is
$12 for adults, $5 for students
and $30 for a family. Single
admission tickets cost $4 but will
not be sold until 15 minutes
before the performance if seats
are available.
THE PURCHASE of a season
ticket for the seven event series is
encouraged as single event admissions are often difficult to obtain
because of capacity audiences.

signing up guys to be D.J.'s. It was lege.
THE THREE plans for equipstill a private thing, and the
transmission was only going out ment and studios were: first, a
to Kollen, and even then there meager station and equipment;
were some people who weren't second, a middle of the road
getting it. However, it did reach equipment facilities; and thirdly,
two places of importance: the an ultra deluxe plan. Dr. Lubbers
Head Residence's room on first chose between the second and the
floor, and the Arkie house next third choice, and they visited an
architect.
door.
The new proposed room or
DEAN HINGA was the head
R.A. that year, and what he heard office of WTAS would be in the
he liked. Things like public service basement of Kollen Hall where it
announcements commenting on remains today. This was a room
"don't crush your cigarettes out that wasn't being used for anyon the floors," etc. Dean Hinga thing at that time. Right across
the hall was the Milestone office.
got behind them.
THE
STATION
grew so
For the first time the Arkies
rapidly,
came
into
being so
began dreaming of a real station
suddenly,
that
many
people
still
being put together. They felt it
could help the college, and it did not know it .existed, even the
wouldn't have to be their own vice president of the college. Dr.
thing. They set up a business Hollenbach.
manager and started putting out
The fact was that Hope had its
little announcements and adver- first official radio station. The
tisements still at the private level. station had two transmitters of
GENERAL MANAGER was five to eight watts, one of which
Brockmeier. They decided to go was a stand-by.
THE BROADCASTING, itself,
with some call letters: WTAS.
These are also the call letters was not done over the airwaves,
today, but it originally meant W but the carrier current, which sent
The Arkk .Station, or The Ar- the signals through the electrical
cadian Station (the Arcadian Fra- current conducted by the electriternity being referred to as the cal wiring, using co-axes to take
the signal to other parts of the
Arkies).
There were mostly Arkies on campus.
The original frequency was on
the staff, and the guys came from
the cottage next to the new the AM dial at 6 40. This was a
very clear, interference-free chanKollen Hall.
THE AIM WAS then to make it nel. So nice a channel it was, that
a student-run organization like the the government's Civil Defense
anchor and Milestone, and to bought it to use in case of
emergency. Hope opted to move
receive recognition as such.
Of the early shananagandies down to 6 10.
THE BIG 6 10 is where it
that went on, one was a regular
"rhinestone
cowboy"
who stayed, and is today. Along with
thought he was good enough to the change to 6 10 AM came the
sing over the air with his guitar, changing of the meaning of
and did so once a week for WTAS. The Arkie station came to
forty-five minutes. The people mean "TTie-Anchor Station" bewho listened at that time reacted cause they didn't want to change
differently to the cowboy, by the call letters, but wanted it to
either turning off their radio or be for everybody, so the Anchor
pounding on the door and scream- station it is today.
The codes of WTAS at that
ing at him to please stop.
DOING IMPERSONATIONS time were of simple taste: Some
has always been fun, and laughs popular music, classical mostly,
were heard throughout Kollen rock & roll as it rolled into
when they heard their classmates existence, and the favorite, Harry
talking like Dean Hinga, Dr. Bellefonte. There was also sports
Lubbers, etc.
coverage and news on campus. If
Dr. Lubbers was the president anything, it was an off-base m-o-r
of the college at this time and he station catering to a small college
finally got word of this small tucked away in the midwest, with
undertaking from Dean Hinga. He an emphasis on Christian things.
liked what he heard and began to
ONE OF THE early moonsee an opportunity for a student lighting D.J.'s was a music prof
radio station on campus. He asked who did his classical show every
the Arkies to present three plans week, and insisted that the tape
that would show him what they recorder was too slow or fast-no
would need to establish a perma- one could tell but him.
nent radio station at Hope ColThere were many who first
took their turn at the seat of
WTAS with its two turntables and
the tape recorder with microphones. WTAS was quick to get
on mailing lists and soon had a
very fine phonograph record collection. The records were free
continued on pg. 7
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WTAS continued from pg. 6
then, just as they are today, and
the early years of WTAS found
,
THEY ALSO had the luxury of
a teletype news dispatcher for one
year. The nsing cost found them
selling this and investing in their
real business—records.
1976 marks the twentieth
anniversary of Hope College radio,
and at this point none of the main
people in charge today even know
about it. This is to inform them,
After twenty years, there has been
some change in the system. The
equipment that lies in the basement of Kollen Hall is now older,
and has been repaired over and
over.
KOLLEN IS co-ed now, and
WTAS has expanded across the
hall into the old Milestone office.
Albums and 45^ crowd this new
room, as does an excess of old
equipment that most people have
not the slightest idea as to where
it belongs.
,
There is also an office with two
desks. Inside the office the walls
are plastered with history; years
and years of surveys and leaflets
and Top .Forty charts that have
been handed out to uneager
freshmen and upperclassmen.
THE EQUIPMENT in the main
studio is in good shape. The two
turntables are new and the needles
have just been purchased. There
are two new (as of 1975) cartridge
decks that plug into the board,
The board is very old; it may be
the original.
The WTAS library includes
over 2,500 LP's and uncountable
45's. With the growth of the
college came the growth of
WTAS. The addition of new
residency dorms such as Gilmore,
Dykstra, the frat complex and
Phelps brought the the need for
additional transmitters.
THREE CLOSED circuit transmitters operate for WTAS, producing seventy-five watts of
power. These transmitters are
positioned in three places to serve
three areas. One is in Kollen and
serves Kollen, the frat complex,
and there is a little drift to
Mandeville and Crispel cottagea.
Drift comes and goes, sometimes
WTAS can be heard a block away,
but this iss unusual because it is
not an open-air system.
The second transmitter is
hooked into the electrical wiring
of Phelps Hall, serving Van Vleck
and Durfee. The third transmitter
is in Gilmore basement and goes
out to Dykstra, and with a little
luck the drift catches some of the
cottages in that area.
THE BUDGET allowed to
WTAS is a very small $3,200 per
year. This money is used in paying
salaries to the General Manager,
Music Director, Program Director,
and the Technical Director. The
General Manager's job at WTAS is
clear enough; he is the general
coordinator of everything that
goes on.
He is also the publicity man,
helps direct surveys, and takes his
turn pulling or putting away LP's,
The Music Director is the person
who must keep up on all the
current trends in music by writing
the music companies for their
promotion 4 5 ^ and LP's.
THIS IS VERY important to
the life of a small-budget station
like WTAS. He also files these new
albums and 45's, and makes sure
that access to them is somewhat
easy. The Program Director is
responsible for what goes over the
air. He fills out the D.J.'s logs
before their show telling them
when to make an introduction,
play a public service announcement, feed in the Mutual news, or
give the weather and time.
The Technical Director knows
something about the electronics
involved in running a radio
station. This has always been a
shaky position at Hope because of
the fear of this person graduating
and not letting someone else
know what to do.
THE PERSON IN charge of
advertisements gets people from
town to place their ads on the
WTAS station. In years past, this
has been a must job. The need for
extra money is a problem for

\VTas.

A survey taken by some
marketing students last spring
revealed that 60
Percent of the
student body does not listen to
WTAS. Forty percent is still not
tad,
considering
off-campus
students and the heavy academic
load each Hope student carries.
It's a wonder that that many
listen.
I DO QUESTION the validity
of this survey because of the fact
that only 139 students were
polled. The students doing thesurvey defended this with a
95-percent accuracy in relation to
the total population. Still, the
survey did turn up some interesting facts.
The number one listening audience at Hope likes folk-rock
music, or easy-listening soft rock.
The second audience has been
identified with a group of diehard hard-rock enthusiasts. The
third largest listenership belongs
to the classical music lovers.
BEING A D.J. for the Anchor
station, I was joyful to hear that
the favorite day for listening to
WTAS by the people of Hope was
on Sundays. The rest of the
listenership varies throughout the
week after dinner hours.
The student body had a voice
in criticizing their station and
wished to have more live broadcasts of music department rehearsals, Nykerk, the Pull, Vespers, and events happening on
campus that they cannot attend.
One final observation is that a lot
of people don't listen to WTAS
because of the buzzing sounds,
distortions, and background hum
that comes over the current and
into their rooms when tuned to
the station.
THIS ANNOYANCE has been
rioted for years, and leads us to
our final area of discussion: the
future of WTAS.
The forthcoming days of
WTAS are uncertain. There have
been whisperings of the possibilities of FM broadcasting ever
since the fraternity - days of
Richard Brockmeier. 1
FM BROADCASTING, however, is a whole new ball game.
The rules are changed and you
have to have a responsible staff,
WTAS may sometimes be known
for its irresponsible first-term
D.J.'s, but this can be changed,
Indications are that the new staff
is heading in the right direction,
For one thing, the costs involved in going FM would include
new (or used) kinds of equipment,
WTAS would need a new board
and would have to switch their
wired circuits to solid state, as
well as having to buy an FM
antenna. These things alone would
be in the $5,000 plus range, and
probably more.
ALL THOSE students who
have a good time playing records
and talking to people over the
radio, who learn more and more
by experiencing their failures over
the air, will have to go. People on
the air in the FM days of WTAS
will need their first-class license.
This will present problems also;
Joe student may not want to go
through all that hassle.
THE FORMAT would also
have to change, or at least be
consistent. To be broadcasting to
the Holland area, there would
probably be some success in an
FM WTAS going all Top Forty:
The many young people in Holland, college students, and young
working class would be overjoyed,
Another possible format would
be progressive-sort of what
WTAS is like now, but much,
much better. The question of
what kind of format to provide
the Holland area with is still
unanswered.
SOME OF THE good reasons
for this FM station are: 1) getting
rid of the rotten reception we get
now on the AM dial. FM would be
much clearer and be a delight to
listen to.
2) Meeting the needs of the
off-campus Hope community,
This
would
include
many
teachers, students, administrators,
workers, alumni, and general Holland people who care about Hope,
3) It would help the Communications Department provide leam-

/rw/n coordinates six teams

New women's director
Dr. Anne Irwin has been hired
as an assistant professor of physical education and as director of
women's athletics. Her responsibilities include the coordination
of all six varsity athletic teams for
women, teaching some phys. ed.
and coaching basketball

Dr. Anne Irwin

Try GORP
Raisins, nuts, crackers, canned
soups and stews, sardines, packages of low-fat dry milk, apples
and oranges are a good bet for
camping, backpacking, or a weekend off campus. These foods are
portable and pack well, lightweight, easy to carry, and nonperishable . . . and they don't require a lot of fancy cooking.
COMBINING several of these
foods makes GORP. Originally,
GORP meant "Good 01' Raisins
and Peanuts," but your basic
GORP has unlimited variations.

Hiking GORP: 1 cup raisins, 1
cup peanuts, V4 cup candy-coated
chocolates

Biker's GORP: 1 cup raisins, 1
cup natural cereal, Vi cup sunflower nuts
Olympic GORP: 1 cup raisins,
cup chopped walnuts,
cup
shredded coconut
Just combine the ingredients
and throw them in a plastic bag.
Raisins have a high carbohydrate content, giving you fuel
for energy, and contain important
minerals and vitamins including
iron, potassium and certain B
vitamins.

ing and teaching skills in radio and
broadcasting more completely.
ONE OF THE most important
things an FM station needs is
people who want to sell their
product or business over the air of
a new station. Money will be very
important for the success and
long-life of the station. A reliable
Advertising Director is a must.
Payment for licensed D.J.'s is a
possibility if advertising is accelerated.
To be a public broadcasting
system, WTAS would have to have
the newest LP's and 45's on the
market. This means better care of
the new records in possession at
this time, and probably the
buying and replacement of many
(50%) of the records already in
the WTAS library.
THE CURRENT executive
council would have to give up
more of its power to the administration and in particular to its
current advisor.
Responsibility,
consistency,
professionalism, talent, money:
these things and others are going
tp be important if the future of
WTAS is FM. As far as I can see at
this point, FM is not in sight. 1
could be wrong, however, because
there is hope, and hope never
fails. Let's just say WTAS AM and
FM is the future.

and softball.
Irwin was previously teaching
biomechanics and coaching volleyball for two years at Queens College, in Flushing, N.Y. "Hope is a
welcomed change. I didn't get
along with city life too well. It's
more relaxing here," said Irwin.
Since Irwin received her B.S.
from U. of M. and her Ph.D. from
M.I.U., she considers- Michigan
home territory. But coming home
does not mean less work; she must
concern herself with details such
as- scheduling and contracting
games, hiring officials and arranging for team transportation. She
admits, "the job is keeping me
very busy trying to get ready for
fall sports."
Irwin is especially interested in
establishing coaching continuity
for the varsity teams. "There are
only two staff women and no way

can they coach six sports, so we
have to hire visiting profs. If we
can hire more staff members the
kids won't have to start the season
with a new coach every year."
"Even though money is tight, I
have been assured that women
should be able to get a larger
money allotment for athletics if
we can show the need. 1 plan to
keep tabs on the number of
women who try-out and those
who keep returning in order to get
an idea of the amount of student
interest," said Irwin.
There has been relatively little
high
school
recruiting
for
women's athletics in the past but
Irwin would like to see a program
instituted. "With the exception of
men's football, a recruiting system
hasn't been developed. We want
to do this with all sports to help
build the program."

Activities Calendar
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
Folksinger: Wendy Grossman, Pit, 9:00-11:00
pm
Movie: The Wind and The Lion, Winants, 7:00 &
v
9:30 pm, $1.00
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
Football: At DePauw, 2:30 pm
Folksinger: Wendy Grossman, Pit, 9:00-11:00
pm
Movie: The Wind and The Lion, Winants, 7:00 &
9:30 pm, $1.00
Dance:^The Whiz Kids, DWC Ballroom, 10:00
pm-1:00 am, $ .50
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
JV Football:-Grand Rapids J.C., Riverview
Stadium, 3:30 pm
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
Band Concert, Pine Grove, 5:00 pm
Picnic, Pine Grove, 4:30-6:00 pm
Student Recital, Dimnent, 7:00 pm
Great Performance Series: Gus Giordano Dance
Jazz, Civic Center, 8:00 pm
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
Soccer: Aquinas, Van Raalte Field, 3:45 pm
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
Folksinger: Tom Bartha, Pit, 9:00-11:00 pm
Golf: Pudue, 11:00 am
Film: Day of the Dolphin, Winants, 7:00 & 9:30
pm, $1.00
SATUDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
Soccer:-Purdue Calumet, Van Raalte Field, 1:30
pm
Football: At Wabash, 2:30 pm
Folksinger: Tom Bartha, Pit, 9:00-11:00 pm
Film: Day of the Dolphin, Winants, 7:00 & 9:30
pm, $1.00

GREAT PERFORMANCE SERIES
PRESENTS

Giordano Jazz
Dance Company
WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 15TH 8 P.M.
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Fantasy in a world of monochrome
Where CS. Lewis continues to help
by W. Fred Graham
THE FLATTENING OUT of
human existence continues. Occasionally something makes us
acutely aware of the spreading
monochrome that looms behind
tl\e gaily colored balloons of a
consuming society.
A JET-SET personality explains why she moves around so
fast: the parties are becoming
duller, no matter where they are
held, or who attends, or how odd
the ceremonies.
In the comic strip "Doonesbury," the likeable Cong soldier
Phred-moved to express his sorrow that "Uncle Ho" cannot
delight in Saigon's spring-first
consoles himself that his former
leader is tlvery much with us
today." But his companion, a
rising apparatchik in the new
Marxist government, scolds him,
"Phred! Phred! Do 1 have to
remind you we're godless?!"
BOTH SOCIETIES are earthbound. The golden people of the
West who play while their betters
work find no satisfaction in their
role as kings and queens of
consumerism.
And the real horror of Marxist
society may not be in the millions
slaughtered to bring it about or to
eliminate its heretics, but rather
the puce-colored life it envisions
and makes actual. That human life
is a nasty bit of goods, and that
only the most rigid and authoritarian regime can guarantee food
in the people's mouths, appears to
be the hidden anthropology of the
communist state. Regardless, the
soul's sustenance is starved of
beauty and joy in both worlds of
monochrome.
NO
MODERN
theologian
wrote more convincingly of the
delights of human existence and
the joy awaiting the sensitized
human spirit than C. S. Lewis.
Compared to the professional
theologians of the preceding generation, Lewis sparkled and soared
and cried attention that all the
gods of forest and stream, of food
and sex, of agony and ecstasy
were caught up into the Godhead
Triune.
One reads with disbelief today
of the sexual philanderings of the
late Paul Tillich; students who cut
their theological teeth on his
ponderous German prose (loosely
translated into English, it always
seemed) cannot really imagine
that he had blood, let alone that it
leaped out of bounds. Certainly
the mental satisfaction he often
gave us held no hint of exuberance.

BARTH WAS GUTSIER, but
one had to believe in his ideas
pretty firmly already to chew
through those chapters of dogmatic exposition, weighted with
pages-long footnotes of patristic
argument. Yet such is God's grace
that both thinkers nourished us,
along with the Niebuhrs and their
myrmidons, no more effervescent.
I
When a graduate student, I
used to turn from my books to
read a chapter out of the Chronicles of Namia (Macmillan, 1970
paperback) to one of my daughters at bedtime. Even today, when
all four are beyond those tales
(but not yet old enough to return
to them), I remember the urgent
prickles of joy and the suddenstarting tears an occasional passage would bring.
TILLICH WROTE of the theological a priori. No one could have
guessed what it meant from his
own works. Lewis gave it opportunity on every page. Someone
has
disparagingly
described
Lewis's own literary criticism as
belonging to Peter Pan. That is, he
always judged books by criteria
adopted in his childhood and
never given up for more, Educated
norms.
Yet 1 suspect that many a
professional theologian will agree
that Lewis's romp in Namia, or
his space trilogy, or his twice-told
Psyche myth revealed more theology to him or her than all the
great books we have read on the
subject. We nodded our heads in
agreement witjh the Germans; we
felt awe, tenderness, joy with
Lewis.
BUT THIS IS not the whole
story. Some of Lewis is not
helpful. 1 refer to a group of
books that are frankly apologetic,
of which Mere Christianity (Macmillan, 1964) is, to my mind, the
most notorious. Miracles: A Preliminary Study (Macmillan, 1963)
fits into this category, as does The
Problem of Pain (Macmillan,
1943). t h e problem of these
works, I find, does not lie in their
orthodoxy. (His "Preface to Paradise Lost" is orthodox, but not
apologetic.
Rather, it has to do with the
inevitable narrowing and flattening effect, the prosaic quality that
results when anyone must treat
great and often paradoxical
themes in brief compass.
FOR EXAMPLE, the argument
for God's existence in Mere
Christianity simply doesn't work.
One keeps saying, "Yes, b u t . . . , "
even when one is a believer.

BACK-TO
SCHOOL

Whereas in The Silver Chair
(Macmillan, 1953) the nearly
successful effort to convince the
children and Puddleglum that
there is no Over world, no sky, no
Lion, reveals to the reader the
dealy asphyxiating stuffiness of
life without the transcendent. We
cheer for Puddleglum when his
bare webbed foot crushes the
Queen of the Underworld's incense-laden fire and its enchantments are overcome by the rising
smell of scorched marshwiggle.
The children's story pricks our
imagination; it works. The proof
for God's existence in Mere
Christianity does not.
A few years ago 1 used to begin
a course on contemporary theology with Lewis. My intent was to
use Mere Christianity as a specimen of classical Christianity so
that the students could read
modern theology against that
background. After all, the small
book contains a creation doctrine,
a theology proper, complete with
the trinity and doctrine of Christ;
it even has a rudimentary ecclesiology, soteriology and system of
ethics.
BUT ONE TERM was enough.
For the students, far from being
informed by this reading, were
simply put off and frustrated by
what seemed to them to be
condescending and narrow pedantics, unlit by any fire of believableness.

LARGEST SELECTION OF REGULAR AND
CONTEMPORARY GREETING CARDS IN ALL
WESTERN MICHIGAN

GIFTS OF ALL KINDS

ALL
RINGBOOK
PAPER
TYPE
PAPER

VINYL RINGBINDERS
WITH POCKETS
ALL COLORS

ALL SPIRALS

II

Our problem is not one that
argument can solve. We inhabit a
flat world where discoveries of
unimaginable glories and mysteries in sidereal space are received
with sullen inattention because
experienced life is "just one
damned thing after another."
SIMILARLY, the transcendent
will be unimaginable in the new
Marxist world of the idealistic
Phred. And what is unimaginable
is unthinkable and therefore unprovable. The place to start, then,
is not with argument but with
stories that startle the imagination
or whet the appetite for mystery.
Most university students do
not need and will not read the
careful rationalities so laboriously
wheeled out by darlings of the
intellectual Inter-Varsity wing,such as Francis Schaeffer and
John Stott. In the air we breathe
today, students will not read
them, unless forced.
THOUGH NO doubt helpful to
some already convinced and intelligent believers, these rational
proofs do not widen the scope of
continued on pg. 9

BRIEFCASES
ATTACHE CASES
SLIDE RULES
SHARPENERS
CLIPS
MAGNIFIERS
SCISSORS
STAPLE REMOVERS
PUNCHES
DIVIDERS
INKS
SCOTCH TAPES
DISPENSERS
MECHANICAL PENCILS
FOUNTAIN PENS
BALL PENS
PENCILS

I

Carpet for Student Rooms

Can the Truth be true
by Tom Allbaugh
In times of rapidly advancing
technology and tradition debunking, a vague feeling of insecurity
has crept into religious circles.
Some Bible-believing Christians
consequently have decided to
prove, not only to the masses, but
also to themselves, that their
truths are indeed true.
This seems to be the doubting
Thomas' attitude that produced
the movie "In Search of Noah's
Ark." And though the entire
production seeks to find scientific
justification for believing in the
timeless story of deliverance, and
by that, perhaps the whole of the
Bible's message, a more subtle
message can be read beneath the
film's script. That is, only through
faith can we know God. His
existence or non-existence can not
be proved.
Part one presents a dramatization of Noah and his family
building the ark, collecting male
and female of the various animals,
and persevering the mockery of
their fellow, but less fortunate,
men. Although Noah acts more
like EueU Gibbons when he talks
to the birds in twentieth century*

North American English, the
flood scene is starkly realistic, and
the storyline is scriptural.
Part two chronicles numerous
eyewitness accounts of the ark
and the many expeditions that
have climbed Mount Arat through
the centuries. The evidence, varying from pieces of dark wood and
clay pottery to sketchings, is
impressive. But because of misfortunes, it is not all there. One man
is supposed to have taken close
range pictures from a helicopter
of the ark, half buried in snow.
But he was murdered several days
later and his pictures were burned.
Interestingly, murder, blackmail,
natural catastrophy, and some
tragedy darkens any account that
sheds conclusive light on the
matter.
But then, this seems to remain
consistent with the God o f ' t h e
Jews. The world has always
demanded a sign. In Christ's day it
was a miracle. Today it is tangible,
scientific proof. But both demands are the result of unbelief,
and the answer to both is the
same. "An evil generation desires
a sign." But "the righteous shall
live by faith."

1—Gold Sculptured, I Z x ? '
1-Green Mini-Shag, 15'x8'
YOUR CHOICE
.$15.

Call

396-2889

See our
FABULOUS
COLLECTION
of fine
WHITING
PAPERS by
Eaton
Montag
Hallmark

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
ON A L L WE SELL

ONE OF THE LARGEST
SELECTIONS OF SCHOOL
SUPPLIES IN WESTERN
MICHIGAN

HOPE COLLEGE
HAPPY HOUR
SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER
3 - 5 P.M.

Wecash
personal
checks
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"

-

V STATipNERS
SERVING WESTERN MICHIGAN SINCE 1900
DOWNTOWN
NEXT TO PENNEYS

CRAZY HORSE
200 E. 8th St.

You'll really like to browse in
^ our store, and well be glad
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Fantasy in a world of
monochrome (continued)
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Whiskey: sometime,
P.E. Center never
by Jill Vanderlaan
The phys. ed. building is a
hoax. The funds have been funneled into a more realistic goal,
such as opening a Jim Beam
distillery under Dimnent. The
phys. ed. building was always a
hoax. It is the most pronounced
security I have at Hope.
Slipping into the routine of
school is closely related to falling
into the routine of the Greek
sisterhood. Thus, not being an
Athenian sister, I was bedwetting
early in August in anticipation of
Hope. Granted, I was an old hat at
Hope. After all, I knew where the
campus operators go at meals. Yet
there was still so much insecurity.
As soon as I pulled onto
campus it began. I felt someone
following me. Day and night It
was a ridiculously familiar feeling,
a symbolic dream:
"Thou art being followed," he
said matter-of-factly.
I glanced about. "Where art
thou?" I ventured. He was wellendowed with . the handsome

qualities of a Knick-scarcity.
"Hush! Thou art too curious! I
am never to be known. Hallowed
is my name. My kingdom will
come, mine will be done, on earth
as it is in Holland. Forgive us this
day our lack of 'bread* and forgive
us our trespasses, as we forgive the
Kresge Company, who hath trespassed against us. Lead us not into
tempting Freshmen to give up
their room deposit, but deliver us
from evil. For I am the phantom
of the phys. ed., the backboard,
the net, the bench press, for ever
and never."
"Amen." I inteijected.
"Hath thou heard of me? Art
thou familiar with my name?"
"Nay, I am familiar with thy
game! I am a Hope-ite, familiar
with thy schemes. I have gambled
away my room deposit. I have
gambled away three key deposits
as well! 1 have had to walk in
solitude thrice to dear Holland
Civic Center in hot pursuit of
muscular bodies in motion. I have
walked in the chill of autumn, the

ice of winter. Nay, I am wholly
familiar with thy game! I have
heard thee promise with Nixon's
own breath in *72 for a piece in
7 3 ; I have heard thee swear to a
ground breaking in *74, to a cool
pool in '75, a bid to host the
Olympics in '76. Nay, your game
is the same!""Yea. But hush . . . your security at Hope lies with me. I have
invested your money wisely. I
have invested it in Jim Beam
stock."
"Do students know this?"
"Do Freshmen still buy all
their books before classes are
held? They will know it in good
time."
"When?"
"Hush."

the Christian world view. In a
universe simply bursting with
divine possibility-read Madeleine
L'Engle some time when your
sixth-grader puts down - her A
Wrinkle in Time or A Wind in the
Door (Farrar, Straus & Giroux,
1962, 1973)-we will not glimpse
the transcendent through a safe
tourist-view of the faith.
But take Lewis at his best: Old
Silenus on his fat donkey makes
the vines bear overnight, and the
children observe Pan-hooves,
pipes and all-and shiver in fearful
ecstasy. Merlin wakes from his
centuries of slumber and, with
ancient Logres, breaks into the
security of modem bureaucracy
to save England from social
science gone mad. s
A GREEN EVE on an oceancovered planet reminds us that
God gave sensuality to humankind. A beautiful earthling marries
the God of the Mountains, who
comes to her only at night; but
she lies blissfully unaware that her
sister will drive her from his arms
by convincing Psyche that this
lover must be empirically verified.
Our imagination is* pricked and
the Christian God truly becomes

Lord of all and in all. And we
would rather have this than all the
banalities of consumerism and
communism-both sterile beyond
belief, though beyond a doubt
efficient.
I AM NOT arguing that process
theologians-to use one exampleshould cease their careful search
to understand the possibilities of
immanence or cease to develop
pictures to help us understand.
Nor that the resurgent Barthians
should cease finding ways to
express God's abhorrence of the
secular wagons we will pile our
faith into.
I am arguing, rather, that these
come after we know what it is to
feel God in our lives. For many of
us, this can happen only when we
break through the everydayness of.
our prosaic world, and the chill
runs up our spines, the tears fill
our eyes, our ears bum hot, and in
a glorious lingering moment wef
know God is, and his truth pierces
us body and soul.
AND THERE in the joining of
ordinary life and fantastic truth is
where C. S. Lewis continues to
help.

NOTICE
Libraries Change Policies
The following rules and regulations have been established for the circulation of materials at the Hope
College Libraries, Western Theological Seminary, and the Holland Public Ubrary.

HOPE
COLLEGE
Books — 4 week circulation; renewable if not on "hold" for someone else.
Fine: 10^ per day.
Cassettes — 3 day circulation; renewable.
Fine: 25( per day.
Bound Periodicals — 3 day circulation (Faculty and current students only); not
renewable.
Fine: 25^ per day.
Unbound Periodicals - No circulation.

FUmstrips/FHms - 3 day circulation; not renewable.
Fine: 25^ per day.
Overnight Reserves - Due back 8:30 a.m. following day.
Fine: 25^ psx half hour.

HOLLAND CITY LIBRARY
and
HERRICK PUBLIC LIBRARY
Books — 2 week circulation; renewable once.
Fine: 5^ per day.
Cassettes — 2 week circulation; not renewable.
Fine: fy per day.
Paperbacks — 2 week circulation; not renewable.
Fine: 5^ per day.
Unbound Periodicals - 1 week circulation; limit 5 per individual; not renewable.
Fine: 50 per day.
Filmstrips - 24 hour circulation; not renewable.
Fine: bf per day.
Films — 24 hour circulation, plus 750 service charge.
Fine: 25</per hour

Records - 50 per day per record.
Framed Art Prints — 1 month loan, plus $1.00 service charge; renewable once.
Fine: 100 per day.

WESTERN THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
*
(BEARDSLEE LIBRARY)
.Books - 4 week circulation; renewable.
Fine: 100 per day.
Cassettes - 4 week circulation; not renewable.
Fine: 100 per day. *
Periodicals - No circulation.

ANY STUDENT WITH FINES AND/OR UNRETURNED MATERIALS FROM ANY OF THE AFOREMENTIONED
LIBRARIES WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO REGISTER FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMESTER. GRADUATES WILL NOT
BE ISSUED TRANSCRIPTS UNTIL ALL LIBRARY CHARGES ARE PAID AND ALL MATERIALS RETURNED.

We thank you for taking note of these changes and hope that your cooperation
makes the Affaries a resource shared equaly by al.
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with a
little help
from our
Mends.
Give us a h a n d , call t h e anchor o f f i c e :

T o p f r o m left to right: Associate
editor Suzanne Watterson w i t h
furrowed
b r o w ; Editor Terry
Graham searching for dry land;
Business-Advertising
manager
Cindy Bere collecting her weekly
a l l o t m e n t of appreciation f r o m
Graham; lay-out man Dan Kieda
looking for his temper; feature
reporter T o m Allbaugh pinchh i t t i n g as anchor advertisement.

For
young
women:

MORE
FREEDOM
TO OIE?

Ext. 2 2 8 5 .

S m o k i n g kills.

I
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More than maturity
by Paul DeWeese
What does being a follower of
Jesus Christ m e a n ? What t h o u g h t s
pass through y o u r mind in response t o that question? T h e
difference that my e n c o u n t e r with
Christ will m a k e in my life
d e p e n d s totally upon w h o I
perceive Christ to be. One a u t h o r
I read this s u m m e r held that
Christ was a m a t u r e person.

THE THRUST OF his volume
was that each person would d o
what Christ c o m m a n d e d us to d o
if each person really knew himself. The reason man is alienated
f r o m his fellow man, the cause of
all the unrest and disquiet in the
world today is due to the fact that
m a n ' s e n v i r o n m e n t has s o m e h o w
failed to p r o d u c e mature men and
women.
If Christ is just a moral teacher,
then it follows that his life and
words are possible examples for
me t o d a y . T h e n it would be good
for me to strive t o follow him as
m u c h as my circumstances and
abilities permit me. So Christ
becomes
a
historical
moral
example which may help me along
my way in t h e 2 0 t h c e n t u r y .

THE PARADOX OF the situation is that if Christ is only a
moral teacher, he is a very bad
one. Christ claimed he was G o d that he came to die because of
who I inherently am. Christ not
only said I was not m a t u r e but
claimed that within myself there
is no possibility of becoming
mature.

His diagnosis of our situation
was not that man must learn to
get along with man as much as
that man must humble himself
before God.
NOT ONLY DID Christ correctly diagnose the problem, but
he also provided the cure; that
simply being "Christ in me". This
summer this fact was made more
real to me than ever before. Jesus
Christ, the One by whom every-

thing was created, has come by
invitation to reside within me.
Because of this, I no longer
must try by my own p o w e r to
follow the moral example of
C h r i s t - I am not left alone to
a t t e m p t to love my b r o t h e r as
myself. The joy of Christ is that
"it is no longer 1 that live, but
Christ that lives in me." Gal. 2 : 2 0
G R O W T H IN the Christian life
is never an a t t a i n m e n t but rather
an o b t a i n m e n t - i t is never characterized by my increasing p o w e r to
follow Christ's example as it is to
increasingly give Christ full reign
to work through me.
Christ's c o m m a n d s are severe,
for our pride militates against
'turning the o t h e r cheek'. Yet the
Lord always enables believers to
do what He requires. Eleanor
C h e s t n u t , a f o r m e r medical missionary in China, beautifully exemplified Christlike love. A beggar
had come to the hospital severely
burned, but no one was willing to
d o n a t e skin for a graft.

THE FOLLOWING morning,
however, the nursing staff was
surprised to see that the operation
had been p e r f o r m e d . Seeing Dr.
Chestnut limping badly told them
that she had donated her own skin
to save the patient's life. They
were amazed that a person would
sacrifice that much for a total
stranger.
The way 1 am made unselfish
in like manner is by abiding in
Christ. Only as I actively practice
submitting t o t h e presence of
Christ working within me can 1
bear the f r u i t of Christlike love.

THE RESULT IS that all the
directives Christ gave are not what
we are to attempt to achieve on
our own, but rather are qualities
he promised to bring about in us.
God is love and therefore by
Christ residing in me am I able to
love. Christ has truly freed me
from myself, and I find in this fact
the abundant life Christ promised.

Top left: Bob (Boom Boom)
Baker, assistant editor; bottom
left: Marvelous Mark Preston
lights up the darkroom; right:
Jill Vanderlaan poses as token
anchor reporter.

Keep warm and
enjoy the football
season with a
handmade sweater
or poncho of 100%
wool designed for
men and women.
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Hope College anchor
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Sports interview

/

method behind the madness
'

by Mark Ongley and Doug Irons
In our continuing series on the
"why" of sports at Hope, the
anchor interviewed soccer cocaptains Bill Drysten, a senior
from Princeton, N.J., and Brad
Kirk, a junior from Rockford, III,
What motivates you to play
soccer?
Bill: It's a great way to stay in
shape, and it's a lot more fun than
other sports like football or
cross-country. Besides, 1 always
have to be doing something,
sports-wise. If I didn't have
soccer, I don't know what I'd do.
Brad: I started playing soccer as a
freshman here because it was fun.
I improved so fast, from zero to
something, that I've stabilized and
it's harder to get motivated. Now
it's kind of a competition within
myself.
What are your feelings before and
during a game? Are you tense or
loose, or what?
Brad: I try not to think about the

Brad Kirk

Bill Drysten

Dutchmen face first
battle at DePauw
by Tom Richards
DePauw is the team and Greencastle, Indiana, is the place where
the Dutchmen face the test of
how good, or how bad, they really
are. Lost from last year's MIAA
championship team, ranked sixth
in the NCAA Division III, was the
entire starting defense, as well as
quarterback Tim VanHeest, the
league's MVP in 1975. Can the *76
team come up with a winner after
its graduation losses?
As of this writing, the starting
personnel for the defensive front
line was undecided, yet Coach
Ray Smith is excited about the
men on the squad. "We have the
guys that can do it; this is a week
of decision," he said. The two
linebackers are co-captain Lew
Ten Have, and sophomore Tim

Lont. The defensive backfield is
intact, with Tom Barkes, Rick
McLouth, Steve Prediger and Bob
Coleman returning. By the time
this is printed, however, the
starting defensive line will be
picked and ready to go.
DePauw lost six men from
their starting offense, including
their leading ground gainer and
starting quarterback of last year.
Their record in 1975 was 5-5, but
they played three NCAA Division
II schools as a part of their
schedule, despite being in Division
III, like Hope.
"DePauw will be an excellent
test for our team," said Smith.
This test will begin to answer
many of the questions that
everyone has about this year's
Flying Dutchmen.

I

Curt Bennett smiles just inches away from rushing record.

game beforehand because then I
get too nervous. Usually it hits
me wnen we first run out on the
field, and for awhile I'm a little
tense.
Bill: I usually stay pretty loose,
except in games against Calvin or
some of the bigger schools that we
play. Those are games that I really
want to win.
Brad: It's a lot different from
football because there aren't
2,000 fans yelling at you. And
you can't hide behind your pads.
Sometimes I feel like I'm all alone
out there: it's a big field.
Do you do' anything to get
"psyched"or "fired up?"
Bill: Well, I just kind of like to be
off by myself.
Brad: I don't do anything intentionally to get psyched for a
game. When I put on the game
stuff, instead of the old practice
equipment, I just know that this
time it's important.
What are your, goals for the *16
season, personally andjor for the
team?
Brad: Personally, I'd like to stop
hurting people (on the field). I
need to get a little finesse. It's also
a challenge for me to be a
co-captain because I've never had
any athletic background.
Bill: This is really my first year as
halfback, so I'd like to learn how
to control the ball better. As for
the team, it will be tough to win a
lot of games this year, so I'd just
like to really get to know the guys
on the team.
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Soccer team revs up
to face Alma varsity
On September 16, 1976, a
familiar banner will come out of
storage and fly once more from
Carnegie Gymnasium, reading
"Home Soccer Game Today.
This flag signals the kick-off of
the Dutchman soccer season with
a match against Aquinas. The
young team will be led by
co-captains Bill Dyrsten, a senior
from Princeton, New Jersey, and
Brad Kirk, a junior from Rockford, Illinois.
The strength of this team will
come mainly from the ten returning lettermen. Trying to make up
for the loss of seven starters from
last year's team, the thirty-five
player pre-season squad is working
hard to be counted as a main
contender for the MIAA crown.
Alma College, fielding a varsity

soccer team for the first time, will
also be Hope's first MIAA opponent on October I. Calvin and
Kalamazoo, last year's league
co-champions, are again the preseason favorites.
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Cross country season begins

Harriers chase success streak
"Guarded optimism" is Coach
William Vanderbilt's pre-seasoh
assessment of Hone's 1976 crosscountry campaign. The three-time
defending MIAA champions are
returning, but they must somehow compensate for the loss of
graduated All American Stuart
Scholl, a four year all MIAA
league performer.
DESPITE enjoying the greatest
cross-country success in the history of the school, having lost
only one league dual meet since
1971, and winning four of the last
five league titles, the Dutch can't
assume a sure victory this year.
The overall level of competition in
the league will be up substantially.
Coach Vanderbilt predicts, with
Calvin and Kalamazoo genuine

contenders for the harrier crown.
"Early season discussions with
several MIAA coaches indicate
that all the other teams will be
stronger this year," Coach noted.
However, the defense is in
more than capable hands. Juniors
Lou Hoekstra of Parchment,
Mich., and George Mozer of
Sinsbury, Conn., finished one-two
in last fall's league meet and were
named to the all-conference team.
Other returning veterans include
Mark Ongley, a sophomore from
North East, Pa.; Scott Bradley, a
senior from Montague, Mich.;
John Kostoshaik, a junior from
Ann Arbor; and Glenn Johnson, a
junior from Randolph, N.J.
BOTH IN numbers and quality.

the list of newcomers is impressive. Among the most promising is
frosh Dick 'Northius of Grand
Haven, a Class A all-state runner
in high school.
Captain of the squad and
three-year letterman Kim Spalsbury feels that his combination of
"strong crew of returning lettermen and an outstanding crop of
freshmen is going to enable us to
continue Hope's cross-country's
tradition of excellence."
THE SEASON opens at home
Sept. 21 with the annual Hope
invitational at the American Legion golf course and concludes
Nov. 13 with the NCAA Division
III meet at Case-Western Reserve
University where the Dutch took
14th last fall.

RCA—ZENITH A K A I
—PIONEER—SANYO
NEW AND USED STEREO EQUIPMENT,
PORTABLE RADIOS, CASSETTE RECORDERS,
COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE TV'S
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
ALL MERCHANDISE COMES WITH A W A R R A N T Y -

r

COMPLETE, RELIABLE SERVICE OF STEREOS AND TV'S.

^
394 PINE~AVENUE HOLLAND, MICHIGAN PHONE: 396-3333
MONDAY AND FRIDAY, 10 am-9 pm...TUES.f THURS., SAT. 10 am-5:30 pm

Left: Jim Keyon after shining scrimmage performance; right: Coach Ray Smith.

